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Abstract: The article describes design of the vehicle track computational model and example and results 
of testing procedure of the track dynamic loading simulation. The proposed approach leads to an 
improvement of track vehicle course stability. The computational model is built for MSC. ADAMS, AVT 
computational simulating system. Model, which is intended for MSC computational system, is built from 
two basic parts. The first part is represented by geometrical part, while the second part by contact 
computational part of the model. The aim of the simulating calculation consist in determination of change 
influence of specific vehicle track constructive parameters on changes of examined qualities of  the 
vehicle track link and changes of track vehicle course stability. The work quantifies the influence of 
changes of track preloading values on the demanded torque changes of driving sprocket. Further 
research possibilities and next steps of research are also presented.  
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1.  Introduction 

The paper describes design of the computational model of the vehicle track and undercarriage of the 
track vehicle. The paper presents possible modeling method for the selected type of vehicle track and 
some results of simulating computer modeling of vehicle track dynamic loading performed by vehicle 
running. 
       Presented research analysis describes the problem of bad course stability of specific track vehicle 
when driven at a speed exceeding 65 km.h-1. It is possible to identify the reasons of this effect and to 
propose potential possibilities of its elimination (Chalupa, 2001). Proposal of the design changes that 
would enable the safe increasing of the maximum vehicle speed is desired and would be very useful 
for practical operation.  

      This problem can be solved by use of mathematical computer simulation (Rolc, 2008) and 
(Chalupa, 2007). It is necessary to built the mathematical model of the examined object and powerful 
computing simulating  system must be available (Chalupa, 2007) and (Koucký, 2011). The 
mathematical model described in this work is built for modelling in MSC.ADAMS.AVT 
computational system (ADAMS/MSC, 2003) and (Chalupa, 2007). The ambition of this work is to 
create a generalised computational model usable not only for the simulation of vehicle track but also 
for the general vehicle undercarriage dynamic properties. The results of such modelling could be 
practically used in mathematical modelling and analysing of individual undercarriage parts behaviour 
during vehicle ride. It is necessary to define the main possibilities of track vehicle course stability 
improvement by simultaneous increase of maximum speed vehicle.  

      The first part of the simulation work is focused on collecting the data on undercarriage design 
parameters under different vehicle course holding conditions and increasing maximum speed. These 
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preliminary simulations are focused on monitoring of the influence of changes in supporting axes 
reaction forces in relation with changes of track links weight and initial tension of track. Such changes 
can influence the general vehicle course holding. It is well known that design parameters have relevant 
influence on dynamic loading of some undercarriage parts. The complete calculation of this influence 
is subject of the second part of the presented work. Following part of the simulation is focused on 
determination of possible changes of sprocket wheel torque in relation with changes of initial tension 
of track. According to torque required on driving wheel (absorbed to override the resistance of the 
vehicle track), it is possible to determine other parameters of undercarriage design, that are greatly 
affecting maximum vehicle speed. 

      The paper presents possible modeling method for the selected type of vehicle track in point two 
and results of simulating computer modeling of vehicle track dynamic loading performed by vehicle 
running in point three.  

 
2.  Computational model design  

The computational system MSC.ADAMS.AVT  is used for the computational modelling and 
simulating. This system can be used for the analysis of kinetic and dynamic characteristics of the 
modelling mechanic system and its animation. Model intended for MSC computational system must 
be built from two basic parts, geometrical and contact computational parts (ADAMS/MSC, 2003). 
Geometrical part of computational model must consists of basic parts of the vehicle undercarriage 
movable parts. The general model (Fig. 1) involves road wheels, supporting rollers, driving sprocket 
(Fig. 2),  idle wheel and track line on which individual track links are connected by couplings (Fig. 3). 
The parts are defined by components with real geometrical shape. The critical aspect at this point is to 
keep the flat contact.  

 
Figure 1:  Geometrical part of computational model 

      The main parts of the track link are as follows: the body with two guiding detents and two 
connected eyes with pins, couplings, and retaining screws. There are 84 track links on each track.  
 
      Axel arms, shock absorbers and torsion bars are defined as simplified shape components, thus 
without contact components. This type of the components is generated from the offer of universal 
track vehicles undercarriage components. They are defined by input data such as basic design 
dimensions, weight, moment of inertia, stiffness, absorbing and number of parts. 
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Figure 3:  Geometrical model of the track link and connecting clip 

 

      Contact part of computational model must involve impact and frictional forces system 
(ADAMS/MSC, 2003). To guarantee the highest accuracy and practicality, the impact and frictional 
forces of the individual undercarriage parts are defined in such way (Vlach, 2008), that the whole 
model resembles the reality as much as possible. These contact forces are described in Adams System 
by impact force Eq. (1): 

 
F = -k'(q – q0)n  - cq'                                                       ( 1 ) 

 
where: q-q0..penetration of bodies in contact, k - contact stiffness, c – damping coefficient,  
               q` - sliding  velocity of  bodies in contact,  n - stiffness force exponent. 

Figure 2:  Geometrical model of the sprocket wheel 
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      Contact model is described by characteristic of sliding velocity influence on friction coefficient 
(Fig. 4), (Chalupa, 2007) and (Vlach, 2008). 

 

 

 

 

Where:   
 stat - static friction coefficient,  
 dyn - dynamic friction coefficient 

 

 

 

3.  Example of results of calculation  
The aim of the simulating calculation to determine the influence of change of specific vehicle track 
constructive parameters on changes of examined qualities of the vehicle track link.      The aim of this 
calculation is the determination of track preloading on changes on reaction forces against motion 
which are determined  by intensity of changes of  required torque moment values on driving wheel. 

      The ten of tested parameters are radius of driving  wheel, radius of tightening wheels, initial 
tension track, weight of track link, stiffness of connection plugs track link, resistance against turning 
of clutches plugs link, geometry of driving  rib of track link, weight of bearing rollers, radius of 
bearing rollers, stiffness of assessment of base of bearing rollers.  

      Simulation calculations were performed with using of computation model displayed in figure 1. As 
can be seen from introduced example in graph 1, reduction of the initial torsion of track for about 
10 000 Nm causes decrease of required torque value from 10 181  Nm to 9 369 Nm. It represents 
approximately 7.5 %. Increasing of initial track tension for about 10 000 Nm causes increasing of 
required torque value from  10 181 Nm to 13 553 Nm, which is about 33 %. It is thus possible to 
conclude that there is a big influence of changes in initial torsion of track on driving sprocket required 
torque.  

Graph 1: Course of required torque moment values on initial track torsion 

 

Figure 4:  Course of friction 
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      This parameter influences vehicle course stability and improves maximum speed of the vehicle. It 
seems to be very promising and important to perform the full analysis of this phenomenon (influence 
of this design parameter) in the future. The results of previously performed basic simulating 
calculations shown the big influences of changes in reaction forces supporting rollers axes on changes 
of track links weight and initial tension of track. It is clear that this design parameters have big 
influence on dynamic loading of some undercarriage parts and therefore a maximum speed of vehicle. 
The same influence of changes of required torque on sprocket wheel in relation with changes of 
driving sprocket diameter were approved as well. This parameter influences vehicle course holding 
and improves maximum speed of the vehicle. This phenomenon will be the subject of our forthcoming 
research when full calculation will be performed. 

 

4.  Next steps of research plan 
Application of the advanced simulation will be performed as a consequent steps with the aim of 
assembling the approximation relation yo of  monitored parameters Rx, , Fpr, kp a  mx. Additional steps 
of next research work are to put together composite plan simulations assembly for 4 parameters, 
calculate 24 simulating calculations according to composite plan to assemble the regression relation of 
influence of four watched parameters,  assessment of regression function, realise of  measuring of 
velocity and  acceleration values of track link and execute final verification of our mathematical model. 
 

1. Composite plan simulations assembly for 4 parameters (Fig. 5).  

 
Figure 5:  Composite plan of simulations for 4 parameters  

 

2. Implementation of 24 simulating  calculations according to composite plan to assemble the       
   regression relation of influence of four watched parameters Rx, Fpr, kp and  mx. The 

calculations are already performed. It is introduced graphic illustration of  computed values of 
speed of track link in longitudinal and vertical direction appearance  to vehicle movement 
depending on time on the picture 6.  
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Figure 6: The track link velocity calculation in longitudinal and vertical direction depending on time. 
 

 

3. Assessment of regression function 

According to proposed model simulations, it is possible to derive the approximation relation 
(regression function) formulating the dependence of element velocity on above mentioned 
factors, which are easy to determine. Created regression quadratic model has a following form 
(in relation to variables):    

              n              n                n n 
y = β0 + ∑ βj xj  + ∑βjj´ x2

j  +   ∑∑βjj´ xj xj´+ε                               (2) 
             j=1          j=1              j<j´ j´ 

 
Where: β - regression coefficient,  

xj -  monitored  parameter,  
n -  number  of parameters 

 
 
The form of approximation equation: 

y 0 = β0 + β1 R +β2 Fpr + β3 kp + β4 m + β5 R2 +  β6 F2
pr + β7 k2

p + β8 m2 +  β9 R·Fpr +  

        β10R·kp + β11 R·m + β12 kp·Fpr  + β13 m·Fpr +  β14 kp·m + β15 R·Fpr + β16 m·R·kp +        (3) 

        β17 m·R·Fpr + β18 m·k p  Fpr + β19 m·Fpr·k p·R + ε                       

 

Where:   β  -  regression coefficient,  
           R - monitored  parameter  ( diameter of driving wheel)  
           Fpr - monitored  parameter (initial  tension  force of track) 
           kp–  monitored parameter (track geometry)  
           m - monitored  parameter (track link weight) 
           n -  number of parameters  
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4. Measuring of velocity and  acceleration values of track link 

Graphic illustration of already measured track link acceleration values at ride vehicles in 
longitudinal direction appearance to vehicle movement depending on time is mentioned on 
picture 7.  

 

Figure 7: The track link acceleration values in longitudinal direction appearance to vehicle movement    
               depending on time. 
 
 
 

5. Final verification of mathematical model 
 

Final verification will be provided by comparison of the physical dependence value y obtained 
from the measurement and regression function yo  corresponding point (Fig. 8). 

 

 
 

Fig.8:   Comparison of physical dependence y and  regression function y0   
 

 
     It is possible our computational model to  declare as verified by sufficient agreement of measured 
values with values obtained from regression function. It is possible so good  harmonized model to use 
for computational simulation this way further.  

  

 

Time [ sec ]
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5.  Conclusion 

The article describes one of the possible ways how to create the computational model of real track 
vehicle movement mechanism in software environment MSC.ADAMS.AVT. Vehicle track design and 
recommendation for upgrading mathematical model is emphasised. The objective is to create 
computation simulation for the purpose of finding the basic and subsequent information on track 
component parts and undercarriage performance of moving vehicle.  

          This research also confirmed previously published results of simulating calculations analysing 
influence of changes in driving and track adjusting wheels on required driving wheel torque. Proposed 
calculations quantify the influence ratio of movement and dynamic loading on elements of vehicle 
chassis.   

         The basic simulations were already performed. They analysed the influence of changes in 
reaction force values on axes of supporting rollers depending on changes in weight track link, changes 
of track radius  and sizing changes in initial tension track. Their results approved, that influence of 
changes of track radius, initial tension and track link weight, on changes of reaction forces on 
supporting rollers of undercarriage influence are significant and they are worth of further 
investigation.   

         One of the main benefits of the described analysis is the possibility of determination, which 
constructional changes can lead to an objective improvement. This can be defined as a track vehicle 
directional improvement and improvement of maximum speed increase, simulated apart from other 
factors, not only by track construction, but also by the whole track kinetic and suspension track vehicle 
undercarriage mechanism. 
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